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PACS numbers: 24.60. Ky,  25.70.Np There has been a large amount of theoretical work recently devoted to the study of the fragmentation of highly excited nuclei. The models discussed employ a broad variety of physical assumptions. They involve such concepts as thermodynamic phase transitions, ' statistical equilibrium, percolation, molecular dynamics, and more complicated hybrid models that use mean-field dynamics. By itself mean-field theory lacks enough fluctuation to produce realistic fragmentation. Up to now, the important fluctuations were introduced by ad hoc assumptions. In the work of Knoll and Strack the initial compressional phase of the reaction was assumed to produce a local equilibrium, and only the expansion phase was simulated by time-dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) theory. In another class of hybrid model, the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) theory was used for the initial stage of the reaction. At some point in the time evolution, the single-particle density matrix is replaced by particle wave packets.
Here we shall present the beginnings of a theory that includes the important quantum eflects and also has sufhcient fluctuations to show qualitatively realistic fragmentation. Theories of nuclear dynamics are founded on various approximations to the wave function or propagator of the system. The TDHF theory follows when the wave function is approximated by a single Slater determinant.
The extended TDHF theory, which is the quantum parent of the classical BUU theory, evolves the single-particle density, including the mixing of many Slater determinants perturbatively.
However, the potential field is calculated from the single-particle density, and so does not have any additional fluctuations. This potential reproduces nuclear-matter saturation properties and is known as the stiA equation of state.
The coordinate-space density p(r, t) is obtained from the phase-space distribution f(r, p, t) via p(r, t ) = J"f(r,p, t ) d'p.
In BUU theory the right-hand side of Eq. (5) This leads to equations of motion for the test particles, dr dp p = -V, U(p(r)), t, (t(t, +i, E t which are solved by use of standard low-order RungeKutta techniques.
In Fig. 1 we have plotted the time evolution of a system of two Ne nuclei evolving according to our model. We have chosen a beam energy of 100 MeV/nucleon in a head-on collision. At time intervals of (10 fm)/c we display in a quasi three-dimensional graph the surface for which the nuclear density p( 
